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Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. It has a short bed but rebust suspension in order to carry
airport stairs. The fabled Cleveland engine Runs Strong. The body is pretty clean and the
interior is all stock. Google Ads. Used Ford F Long bed ' Ford f runs great. Anti-lock Brakes.
New fuel sending units, gauges for both tank. I have new ceramic coated headers,new
edelbrock 4 barrel intake. It is thebidders responsibility to ship the truck. I have out fitted this
work of a dead generation with new tiers about a year old still with lots off tread I have replace
brake line in places and given her new brake cylinders, she still beats to her own drum with all
drum brakes. I have replaced some gaskets, I brought music back into the truck with a radio
though only one working speaker but its the important one on the drivers side. It can be said
that this vehicle moves and stops because the will power of the drive is greater than forces
around him. Bought this truck with idea of fixing it up but just don't have the time, it runs and
overall in decent shape. We really don't wanna sell it But we need the money Up for
consideration is my ford f crewcab 4x4, it is all original withthe exception of the 4" lift kit, the
new holstile 20x10 rims wrapped in fuel35x For sale ford fgreat little projectit was set up with
dual tanks however the tanks have been removed. The engine cranks over and sounds healthyit
has been upgraded some time back with headers and an performance carburetor.
Comoptions:description:for sale ford f great little project it was set up with dual tanks however
the tanks have been removed. The engine cranks over and sounds healthy it has been upgraded
some time back with headers and an performance carburetor. Please call if interested. Fresh
complete tune-up cap,wires,plugs Details yearcondition used contact seller. A Big Block Ford
V8, a manual transmission with a stump pulling low range first gear, and a utilitarian interior
without much other than a bench to sit on. Naturally, this was a full frame off job, and some of
the work included putting a new bed, tailgate, hood, all fenders, front and rear bumpers, and
grill on the truck. Manual transmission with engine. For complete listing information please
select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. We're committed to finding classic ford
pickups. Not a butchered or cut-up truck. Everything functions, with the exception of the
speedometer. Gas gauge is aftermarket. I changed the oil, did a carb-kit, and then put a few
hundred miles on this old girl. Been working out the little quirks. Now it's a turn-key truck, drive
it away! Actual mileage is unknown. She's no powerhouse, but not a lemon either. Originally
equipped with a c-6 automatic, the previous owner put in a t 4-speed manual transmission. Still
retains automatic steering column if someone wanted to re-vert. The t was ford's standard duty
transmission with granny low, and then synchronized and reverse up and over to the right. A
little slop between 2nd and 3rd, as is common to these transmissions. Not any deal-breaker.
She needs some loving. Here's the immediate needs;windshield is cracked. Small rust holes in
the rear corners of each door. Speedometer not working. Front cab mounts have some rust
starting. Fresh lungs someday would be nice. She'll go anywhere but down in value. The
opportunities are endless. But regardless she won't disappoint at this price. Vin shows that
truck is wearing it's original colors. Light ivy yellow over wimbledon white. Lot's of ranger trim
still in good shape. The grille is really nice with exception of the passenger side headlight cover.
Some small rust issues in the doors as mentioned. A few little pin-holes under the cab, and on
front cab mounts, also shown in photos. That's the worst of it. Overall pretty dang solid! Seat is
original, but tore up. Everything in the running gear works. Starts nice when cold, runs a bit
rich. The carb is an auto-lite 2v with 1. Probably a bit rich for the old I don't think the carb is
original to the truck. Choke cable is farm-rigged! Drives nice and straight. Seller's comments
and description: body is as good as it gets for almost 50 years old. Zero rust only patina. I
thought about painting it but changed my mind. It looks perfect as it is. Air Conditioning.
Rumble home with this idaho farm-truck! I'd not hesitate to take this tru. Great truck that has
been well maintained. The truck runs and looks great. It has very low mileage. Great run around
truck. It does not have power steering. Please no trades for this vehicle. Starts nice when cold,
as demonstrated in the video. I'd not hesitate to tak. The term hot rod truck hrt is many times
overused in my opinion. Many of these "hrt"s are nothing more than lowered trucks on still
stock style suspensions and steering boxes. Maybe a little more hp, maybe still running the
stock engine 6cyl? In addition, there are many patina cars and trucks out there that are nothing
more than a beat up old car now running again. This is not either of these. This is a full frame
swap truck, running crown vic p71 ie heavy duty engine, suspension, frame, etc. All i have to

say is i have owned and even built many "hrt" trucks, but this is a whole new ballgame imo.
First of all the stance. But does not bottom out over every speed bump, driveway, etc. It actually
has decent clearance, though making an aggressive turn in the front fenders will rub a little. Yes
as the saying goes, it drives like a family sedan. Though not as quiet as one running aggressive
exhaust, loud but still manageable. It absorbs bumps, stops on a dime 4 wheel disc brakes and
will out handle just about any truck out there independent suspension, limited slip rear
differential, panhard bar rear, 17in wheels. Its an excellent combination of driveability and cool
looks. Truck was pulled out of a california desert where it has been sitting for over 5 years.
California truck most of its life, the patina is largely paint discoloring and aging. Rust is almost
non-existant on this truck. It sits basically as it was found. It was an f, so the bed was longer
and converted to a short-wide. Some added features are headlights converted to led, seat
recovered after completion several years ago, still has gun rack on the back and vintage nra
sticker on the windshield. Engine is super strong and still pulls like a freight train. Parts are
everywhere for these, so it makes a good choice for the swap. This truck still has current
california registration and title, so it can still be re-registered and titled there titled as so no.
Seller's comments and description: ford f camper special power steering, power brakes ,
automatic. Details conditionyear: used contact seller. Runs and drive need some work engine.
All original numbers matching. Really great looking patina. The 34, miles is believed to be
original, it putted around the farm for 40 years. Lowered springs in the front and removed a leaf
in the rear. Original radio, original bench seat. Equipped with the v8 engine and automatic
transmission. Idaho truck has never seen salt. Netoptions:option list:description:this truck runs
and drives great. It has a rebuilt v8 with automatic, power steering and power brakes. This truck
has a custom wrap with a red pin stripe. New custom rims and bf goodrich tires. Original ca
black plates. We believe it is a 2 owner with 63k. Many extra original parts included. Up for
consideration is my ford f crewcab 4x4, it is all original with the exception of the 4" lift kit, the
new holstile 20x10 rims wrapped in fuel 35x I have new ceramic coated headers, new edelbrock
4 barrel intake. It is the bidders responsibility to ship the truck. This truck is also being sold
locally and i reserve the right to pull it at any time. But regardless she won't disappoint. A few
little pin-holes under the cab, also shown in photos. Seat is original, but tore up under the
cover. I'd not hesitate to take this truck on a cruise miles. Probably going to want
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to ship it. I haven't tried operating on the aux. Approximate 44 gallon total capacity. I know
exactly what to look for in these trucks. Please see my feedback for previous testimonials. Lot's
more trucks to come this spring. Lots of trucks to be so. Never been in an accident.. Odometer
quit at about 80K. Has some rust damage. Body is very straight. This would make a great
restoration vehicle or just a daily driver.. The motor is a with approximately miles on it. This
truck runs and drives great with a very nice interior. Excellent one owner F Camper Special.
This truck has been well cared for and runs very strong and has 2 gas tanks.. This truck has am
upgraded engine with approximately 60,00 miles on the new engine. I'm selling a F truck with
camper shell. New carb in the last year.. Never been in an accident. It starts up in 0 degree
weather and drives down the road with one finger on the wheel. The second owner had it from
to when he passed away. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

